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MULTl-FUNCTION CONTROLLER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to self-propelled industrial 

trucks, and more particularly to the control systems for 
a self-propelled fork lift type industrial truck having a 
plurality of powered functions or operations. 
The prior art includes many powered fork lift type 

trucks, a typical example being disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 3,465,841, assigned to the assignee of the present 
invention. Such trucks may be manually or self 
propelled. Similarly, the lift function may be performed 
manually or the truck may include a mechanism for 
performing the lift function under power. Other func 
tions available for such trucks include means for tilting 
the forks upwards or downwards, to assist in more 
safely loading, carrying, and unloading the cargo, 
means for clamping the forks together, means for shift 
ing the forks sideways, means for rotating the forks, 
means for extending the forks, and so on. 

It has been customary in such vehicles to’ provide a 
control for steering the truck. a control for regulating 
the velocity of the truck, and hydraulic controls for 
controlling the lifting and lowering function and the 
various optional operations mentioned above. It has 
thus been necessary for the truck operator to move his 
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hands from one control to another in order to control ' 
the various powered operations of the truck. This has 
not only been inconvenient and time consuming, but 
has also had potential for causing accidents, sincethe 
operator can always inadvertently operate the wrong 
control. especially in an emergency situation. Further, 
even if he selects the correct control in such an emer 
gency, the time required to ?nd the right control and 
to move his hands to it may prevent him from operat 
ing the control in time. .Further, this movement of 

' hands requires that the operator relinquish control of 
either steering or velocity of the truck in order to ma 
nipulate the optional controls, which is obviously not in 
the best interest of safety. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
Brie?y, a preferred embodiment of this invention in 

cludes- a single controller for'regulating all normal __ 
truck operations, except steering, on a self-propelled 
materials handling truck such as an industrial fork lift 
truck. The single controller is independently movable 
on at least two axes. A controller grip which is shaped 
to conform generally to the con?guration of a human 
hand is connected to the controller by a control rod. 
.A combination of control buttons incorporated in the 

controller grip and actuator means incorporated in the 
controller and truck hydraulic circuits enables the op 
erator of the truck to use the controller of this inven 
tion to control every normal truck operation except 
steering. Steering is accomplished through a second 
control handle which the operator holds in his other 
hand. 
The controller includes a ?rst actuator means which 

responds to movement of the control handle on one of 
its axes, the movement being generally horizontal 
>movement of the controller grip. The ?rst actuator 
‘means generates a ?rst controller function by rotating 
a yoke within the actuator means to rotate a large 
speed controller. gear. The speed controller gear in turn 
operates the electronic circuits for regulating the for 
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2 
ward and reverse movement and the 
truck. . 

A second actuator means in the controller responds 
to movement of the controller grip on the other axis, 
such movement being generally vertical. This second 
actuator means generates linear output movement of 
an arm which provides a control'function for operating 
the spool of an hydraulic valve. The hydraulic valve, in 
turn, controls the normal hydraulic functions of the 
truck. 
The choice of hydraulic operations ia made easily by 

means of a plurality of control buttons, conveniently 
located on the controller grip. One of the buttons is lo 
cated directly beneath the thumb of the operator, while 
another is located under the fore?nger. The fore?nger 
button, in a typical application, enables the operator to 
control the lift-lower operationsof the forks when not 
depressed, and to control the tilt operations of the forks 
when the button is depressed. The thumb button may 
be used for selecting other hydraulic functions, or,‘ as 

velocity of the 

illustrated in the preferred embodiment herein, to con 
trolthe truck‘s warning horn. 
Toreduce the possibility of inadvertently switching 

from one hydraulic mode to another by unintentionally 
pressing a button while the hydraulic valve is actuated, 
the vertical movement of the controller is interlocked 
electrically with the buttons in the controller grip in 
such a manner that the controller must be returned to 
its neutral position?before the selection of an alternate 
hydraulic operation can take place. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
improved controller means for a self-propelled truck, 
a controller in which the operator of such a truck is 
able to control every normal truck operation without 
having to move his hands from one control to another; 
in which truck operations including motion control and 
one hydraulic function may be simultaneously operated 
and controlled from a single controller grip by com 
bined operation and movement thereof on both axes; 
in which means are incorporated to discourage acci 
dental engagement of the wrong operation; in which a 
?rst actuator means generates a ?rst truck control 
function in response to movement of the controller I‘ 
input means along one axis thereof; in which a second 
actuator means generates a second control function in 
response to movement of the controller input means on 
another axis thereof; and to accomplish all the above 
objects and purposes in an inexpensive, uncomplicated, ' 
and highly reliable con?guration resulting in a maxi 
mum of operator convenience and ef?ciency. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

apparent from the following description, the accompa 
nying drawings and the appended claims, 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION or THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a side view 'of a self-propelled fork lift type 

industrial truck incorporating the multi-function con 
troller of this'invention; ' 

FIG. 2 is a partially broken away top view of the fork 
lift truck of FIG. 1; . 
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the hydraulic con 

trol system of the FIG. 1 truck; ' 
FIG. 4 is a partial cross sectional view of the control 

ler of this invention, with portions omitted for clarity, 
as incorporated in the control panel of ‘the fork lift 
truck illustrated in FIG. 1; 
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FIG. 5' is an end view of the controller grip illustrated 
in FIGS. 4 and 8, illustrating in phantom the hand of an 
operator and showing the ?nger and thumb positions 
.on the controller grip; 

_ FIG. 6 is a partial view of the controller of this inven 
tion illustrating its attachment to a truck direction con 

’ troller; 

FIG. 7 is a partial view similar to FIG. 6 showing the 
controller engaging a truck speed controller; _ 

FIG.‘ 8 is a partial top view of the controller illus 
trated in FIG. 4, and showing in phantom the position 
of an operator’s hand on the‘ controller grip; 
FIG. 9 is a partial cross sectional view taken generally 

on line 9—9 of FIGS. 8 and 10; 
FIG. 10 is apartial cross sectional view taken gener 

ally on line l0—l0 of FIG. 9; and 
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a portion of the 

electrical control system of the fork lift truck of FIG. 
1, illustrating the electrical interlocking of the control 
ler‘but'tons and the hydraulic valve as described in the 
preferred embodiment. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT, 

With reference to the drawings and more particularly 
to FIG. I, there is illustrated a self-propelled materials 
handling lift-type truck 10. Lift truck 10 includes lift 
forks 12 mounted upon a mast 14. The forks 12 may be 
raised and-lowered, upon mast '14 by conventional hy 
draulic means, and the forks may be tilted upwardly 
and downwardly by hydraulic tilt cylinders 15. The 
truck is steered by a’steering handle 17 (FIG. 2), and 

~ the remaining normal truck operations are controlled 
by a controller grip 20. Controller grip 20 is ‘shaped to 
conform generally to . the configuration of a human 
hand. Both the steering handle 17 and controller grip 
20 are located on an operator control station 22 on the 
rear of the truck. ' 

A control panel 25 on operator control station 22' 
houses the multi-function multi-axis truck controller 30 
of this invention. Controller 30 includes the controller 
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grip 20. which is connected to controller 30 through 
panel 25 by means of a hollow control rod 32. 
' Control rod 32 serves as the input means to the con 
troller 30 and is connected to an actuating block 35 at 

‘ the end opposite grip 20. A vhole or channel 36 con 
nuts to this end of rod 32 and extends through block 
35 and through a yoke coupling shaft 40. Channel 36 
servesyas a conduit’for electrical wires coming through 
hollow control rod 32 from grip 20. ' 
' Actuating block 35 (FIGS. 4, 9, and 10), on yoke 
coupling shaft 40, is rotatably mounted between the 
arms 42 and above the bridge 43 of a yoke 45. Actuat 
ing block 35 is thus able to pivot within yoke 45 about 
the horizontal axis of yoke coupling shaft 40, in re. 
‘sponse to vertical movememt of grip 20-and rodv 32, 

’ withoutmoving yoke 45 itself. Washers 46 space the 
actuating block from the arms 42 of yoke 45. 

In the preferred embodiment of this inventiom'move 
ment of the controller grip 20 in the vertical direction 
is used to generate an hydraulic control function which 
may then be used to control any of a number of hydrau 
lic operations on the truck. An actuating block cou 
pling shaft 48 is mounted through actuating block 35 
and attached to yoke‘ coupling shaft 40. An arm 50 is 
connected to the end of shaft 48, opposite block 35, by 
a ball bearing 53, and pins 54 on either side of ball 
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bearing 53 hold the bearing on shaft 48. When grip 20 
is moved vertically to rotate block 35 and yoke cou 

- pling shaft 40, the latter move shaft 48 in ‘conjunction 
therewith to push or pull arm 50 horizontally. 
An hydraulic control plate 55 is pivotally attached to 

arm 50 by a pivotal connection 57. Pivotal connection 
57 is a single piece connector having a threaded shaft 
58 on one end and a ball joint 59 on the other end. Ball 
joint 59 is received in a coupling member 61 on arm 50, 
and connection 57 is held on plate 55 by means of a nut 
63 threaded onto shaft 58. I 1 

Plate 55 is pivotally supported on a bearing 65, which 
in turn is supported by a bearing support 67. Plate 55 I 
is held in position on bearing 55 by'a bearing spacer 68. 

When the controller, grip is moved vertically, causing 
arm 50 to move horizontally, arm 50 in turn pivots 
plate 55 about bearing 65 causing the plate to move an 
hydraulic valve spool 70. Hydraulic valve spool 70, in 
turn, is part of the hydraulic control valve 75 which 
controls the truck hydraulic operations. By this means, 
therefore, controller 30 is able to generate a control 
function to control the truck hydraulic operations. 
Horizontal movement of controller grip 20, that is, 

movement about its other axis, will rotate actuating 
block 35 and yoke 45 on shaft 79, since yoke, coupling 
shaft 40 is mounted in yoke arms 42. Arm 50, however, 
will not be moved since ball bearing 53 allows actuating 
‘block coupling shaft 48 to rotate about its principal axis 
relative to arm 50. 
Shaft 79 is supported for rotation on upper and lower 

bearings 81 and 82, and a speed controller gear v85 is 
attached to yoke 45 to turn therewith to drive truck di- . 
rection and speed control pinions 87 and 88. Pinions 87 
and 88, in turn, operate respective direction earns 89 
and speed control 91 such as are more fully described 
in US. Pat. No. 3,465,841, assigned to the assignee of 
the present invention. Horizontal movement of the grip 
20 thus causes the controller 30 to rotate gear 85 to 
generate a control function, which, through cams 89, 
control 91, and the associated circuitries (not shown) . 
controls the movement of the lift truck. _ 
A limit pin 93 depends downwardly from speed con 

troller gear 85 and is received in a slot 94 in a support 
plate 95 (FIGS. 6 and 8). Limit pin 93 and slot 94 set 
the maximum range for horizontal movement'of grip 
20. . 

A somewhat spherical cover 98 is attached to control 
rod 32 over the opening 100 in panel 25 through which 
rod 32 passes. A reinforcing plate 101 at the rear of 
cover 98 strengthens the attachment thereof to rod 32. 
Cover. 98 serves to improve the appearance of this in 
vention, and also prevents foreign material from enter 
ing into the mechanism of controller 30. 
A pair of buttons I04 and 105 is mounted on the end 

of grip 20 such that button 104 is accessible to the 
thumb 107 of an operator and button 105 is under the 
fore?nger 108 when holding grip 20. ' 

In the embodiment which is illustrated herein, button 
104 may be connected to operate a warning horn for 
the truck 10, and is thus always immediately accessible 
to the truck operator. Button 105 serves as a selector 
means for selecting which of the truck hydraulic opera 
tions will be controlled by verticla movement of grip 
20. When button 105 is not depressed, vertical move 
ment of the grip will control the lift~lower operation of 
forks 12. When button 105 is actuated, a selector valve 
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110 (FIG. 3) transfers the hydraulic function to the lift 
truck tilt cylinders to control the tilt operation of the 
lift truck. ' 

The hydraulic system of this invention is illustrated 
schematically in FIG. 3. Steering handle 17 controls a 
power steering unit 112 which in turn is driven by an 
hydraulic pump 113. The remaining hydraulic func 
tions for truck 10 are driven by a main hydraulic pump 
115. Pump 115 is controlled by a pump switch 117 at 
tached to valve 75. Switch 117 and the ?ow of hydrau 
lic ?uid from pump 115 are thus both regulated by hy 
draulic control valve 75, which in turn is governed by 
hydraulic control valve spool 70. Thus, when control 
ler grip 20 is displaced vertically from its neutral posi 
tion, moving plate 55 from its respective neutral posi 
tion and operating spool 70 and hydraulic control valve 
75, pump switch 117 is closed to activate the main hy 
draulic pump 115. When grip 20, plate 55, valve 75, 
and so on, are in their respective neutral positions, 
however, pump 115 is not activated. Power and energy 
are thus conserved since pump 115 is operated only 
when an hydraulic demand is present. When pump 115 
is operating, the hydraulic ?uid passes to control valve 
75, and then to the hydraulic selector valve 110, which 
in turn routes the ?uid either to the lift cylinder 120 
(FIG. 3) which lift the forks 12, or to the tilt cylinders 
15. 
The electrical interlock of the control buttons and 

hydraulic valve is shown in FIG. 11, where all switches 
and contacts are shown in an “at rest” position. 
Whenever the controller grip 20 is moved in a verti 

cal direction, spool 70 slides in valve 75 to determine 
direction of ?ow of hydraulic ?uid. At the same time 
it operates a switch 117. When switch 117 is actuated 
in either direction, current can ?ow to the fore?nger 
switch 105. If switch 105 has not been depressed prior 
to actuation of switch 117, current will ?ow to relay 
130a, causing it to actuate, thereby opening contacts 
133 and closing contacts 132. The closing of contacts 
132 insures that relay 130a will remain closed even 
though switch 105 may be depressed. Relay 130a will 
deactuate when switch _1 17 is returned to neutral posi 
tion. . , 

To operate the alternate function. switch 105 must 
be depressed prior to actuating switch 117. Once this 
has been done, current can ?ow through contacts 133 
to relay 131b, causing it to actuate, thereby closing 
contacts 134 and 135. Current is now flowing through 
selector valve solenoid 110, pump contactor 136 and 
relay 1311). If switch 105 is now released, current will 
still continue to ?ow in the circuit because of contacts 
134 and unit will remain in this mode until switch 117 
is neutralized. 
From the above, it can be stated that no matter which 

vertical function is selected, due to the design of the 
circuit, one cannot erroneously fall into another func 
tion. Everything must neutralize before anew function 

- can be selected. and the electrical interlock positively 
locks the selector means onto a pre-selected hydraulic 
function as long as the controller grip is displaced verti 
cally from its neutral position. 
As may be seen, therefore, this invention has numer 

ous advantages. The controller serves as a control func 
tion differentiating means whereby all of the normal 
truck operations may be controlled by an operator 
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from but a single pair of controls. The controller differ- - 
, entiates between horizontal and vertical movement of 

6 
the control ‘rod to provide independent control func 
tions’ enabling the operator to control every normal 
truck functiion quickly, positively, and with a maximum 
of convenience, while never removing his hands from 
any of the controls. Further, the electrical interlock 
provides positive protection against accidental transfer 
from one hydraulic function to another unless valve 
117 is in neutral. ' 

In the embodiment which has been illustrated, button 
104 operates the lift truck horn. However, where addi 
tional hydraulic functions are to be performed this but 
ton may be used instead to select those additional func 
tions. Similarly, additional buttons may be provided, or 
the buttons may operate a sequence selecting mecha 
nism, to select the appropriate functions. 
As will readily be appreciated, this arrangement is 

also advantageous in that it reduces operator fatigue. 
The operator is not required constantly to shift his vi 

_ sion back and forth between the lift truck controls and 
the external environment, nor need he worry about ac 
cidentally engaging the wrong control. Similarly, since 
the control is a multi-functional control, the operator 
is able to put the truck in motion immediately after the 
load has cleared, and to continue controllably lifting or 
tilting the load while simultaneously steering and driv 
ing the truck, all with great precision. 

Similarly, in difficult maneuvering situations not only 
is the operator able to perform the. above functions si 
multaneously and with very precise control, but he is 
also able to shift from one function to another without 
ever taking his eyes off‘the work itself. For example, in 
depositing an elevated load upon a high stack, the oper 
ator can maneuver the truck in a narrow aisle while si 
multaneously bringing the load into position, both hori 
zontally and vertically, without ever taking his eyes off 
the load. With this invention such a maneuver may be 
conducted easily, continuously, and smoothly: abrupt, 
awkward, and jerky movements are entirely eliminated. 

The controller grip itself reduces fatigue and in 
creases operator comfort and con?dence by carefully 
conforming to the configuration of the human hand. 
While the form of apparatus herein described consti 

tutes a preferred embodiment of this invention, it is to 
be understood that the invention is not limited to this 
precise form of apparatus, and that changes may be 
made therein ‘without departing from the scope of the 
invention. . 

What is claimed is: 
1. F or improvingsafety and convenience in a indus 

trial self-propelled materials handling lift truck having 
power actuated lift means, a controller input means 
movable on at least two independent axes, for control- - 
ling the truck speed, direction of travel, raise and lower 
and other hydraulic functions such as tilt and reach, all 
with one hand, comprising: 

a. a first actuator means for controlling forward and 
reverse motion of the truck in response to move 
ment of the controller input means along one of the 
independent axes thereof, 

b. a second actuator means for generating a control 
function in response to movement of the controller 
input means on another of the axes thereof, 

'c. a plurality of truck operations including a lift-lower 
operation, at least two of the truck operations 
being selectably controllable by‘ said control func 
tion, and 



7 
diselectorvmeans located on the movable controller 

input means and operable by the same hand con 
trolling the said input means for selecting'which 
one of the plurality of truck operations shall be 
controlled by said control function and for control 
lably changing from ‘one of said operations to an 
other." . ' 

2. The controller of claim 1 further comprising: 
a.‘ a control rod attached to the controller input 
means for moving the input means, ' 

b. a'controller grip on the end of said control rod. 
said controller grip being shaped to' conform gener 
ally to the con?guration of a human hand, 

c. a ?rst control button being conveniently located 
' on said controller‘ 'grip for operation by the thumb 

of an‘ope'rator, and . 

d. a second control button on said grip being conve 
niently located thereon for actuation by a ?nger of 
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movement of said actuating block about said yoke 
coupling shaft, ‘ ‘ . 

h. a first output means attached to said yoke to pro 
vide a first output function in response to move 
ment of said yoke, and v 

i. a second output means attached to said arm to pro 
vide a second output function in response to move- I 
ment of said arm. . ' 

6. in an industrial self-propelled materials handling 
it) truck having a control system including a control rod 

the operator, at least one of said buttons being said - 
' selector means located on the movable controller. 

‘.3. The controller of claim 2 further comprising a tilt 
operation, andjwherein horizontalmovem'ent of said 
controller grip will control forward and reverse motion. 
of the truck, wherein vertical movement of the grip will 
control the lift-lower operation of the truck when said 

> at least one control button is not actuated, and'wherein 
vertical movement of said grip will control said tilt 
operationwhen saidat least one control button is actu 
ated. . . e ' 

4. The controllerof claim 3 further comprising an in 
terlock between ‘said at least one control button and 

.i said selector means to lock said selector means when 
' . eversaid second actuator means is displaced from its 

neutral position. 
5. A multi-axis multi-function controller generating 

at least two independent output control functions in re 
sponse to movement of a control rod on at least two 
axes, comprising: ‘ , 

- a. any actuating block receiving the control. rod 
therein, and said control rod being attached 
thereto. , Y e 

b. a yoke movable in response to movement of the 
control rod on one of the axes. ‘ . 

.c. means ‘interconnecting said actuating- block and 
" said yoke for moving said yoke only in response to 

‘ movement of the control rod on said one axis, 
‘ , d. means including a coupling shaft interconnecting 

said yoke and said actuating block to pivot said ac 
tuating block relative to said yoke in responseto' 
movement ‘of the control rod on the other axis 
thereof. ‘ ‘a ' 

e. an actuating block coupling'shaft'attached to said 
actuating block, I 

i‘. an arm movahly attached to said actuating block 
coupling shaft at a distance removed from said ac 
tuating block, a ’ .> 

g. means attaching said arm to said actuating block 
' coupling shaft to allow said actuating block‘cow 

pling shaft to rotate relative to said arm. said rota 
tion being about the principal axis of said actuating 
block coupling shaft, and to move said arm when 
said actuating. block coupling shaft is displaced by 
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movable on at least two independent axes, the improve 
ment comprising:_ 

a. an actuating block receiving the control rod 
therein, and said control rod being attached 
thereto, ' 

b. a yoke movable in response to movement of the 
control rod on one of the axes, - 

c. means interconnecting said actuating block and 
said yoke for movingsaid yoke only in response to 
movement of the control rod on said one axis, 

d. a first output means attached to said yoke to pro 
vide a ?rst output function in response to move 
ment of said yoke, and 

e. a second output means attached to said actuating 
block to provide a second output function in re‘ 
sponse to movement of said control rod on the 
other axis thereof. _ . 

7.‘ The truck of claim 6 further comprising: 
' a. a controller gripon the end of the control rod. said 

controller grip. being shaped to conform generally 
‘to the configuration of a human hand, > 

b. a first control'button being conveniently located 
on said controller grip for operation by the thumb 
of an operator, and 

c. a second control button on said grip being conve 
niently located thereon for actuation by a ?nger of 
the operator. 

8. The truck of claim 6 further comprising: 
a. at least two independent hydraulic operations,‘ 
each operation being independently controllable 
by one of said output functions, and 

b. a selector means for selecting which of said hy 
draulic operationsshall be controlled by said out 
put function. , 

9. The truck of claim 8 further comprisinga control 
grip on the control rod, said selector means being lo 
cated on said control grip for convenient operation by 
an operator. 

10. The materials handling truck of claim 6 further 
comprising means including a_ coupling shaft intercon 
necting said yoke. and said actuatingblock to pivot said 
actuating block relative to said yoke in response to a 
movement of the control rod on the other axis thereof. 

1 l. The materials handling truck of claim 10 wherein 
said second output means includes: 

a. an actuating block coupling shaft attached to said 
actuating block, and - ' 

b. means connecting said actuating block coupling 
shaft to control said second output function in re-' 

I sponse to linear movement of said coupling shaft. , 
* w it * * ' 


